Announcing Open Auditions for

YPT’s “The Reluctant Dragon”

By Kathryn Schultz Miller Based on the book by Kenneth Grahame

Hear ye! Hear ye! The inspiration for blockbuster movies, books and TV shows comes to your stage!
In this version Kenneth Grahame’s boy hero is young underdog Widget. Widget and his pal, Hairytoes, discover a dragon lurking in a cave. Their secret is exposed by neighborhood bullies, the Grody Gobsters. Suddenly the entire town is whipped into a fury and the cry goes up: “The Dragon Must be Slayed!” King Fancy Pants summons the Great Saint George to do the deed. The only problem is Mortimer the dragon is friendly! Our heroes love him and are desperate to save his life. So they travel to the Master Guru on the Mountain, who teaches them how to train their dragon for battle. Widget and his sidekick overcome their doubters and bullies and triumph as heroes! This adventurous script contains many fun roles for ages 6 to 12 years.

A YPT SSB PRODUCTION!

Directed by Morgan Maul-Smith
Produced by special arrangement with ArtReach Children’s Theater

SSB PRODUCTIONS – NEW THIS YEAR TO YPT!

Complete theatrical experiences cast by audition.
Smaller casts and a shorter time commitment than mainstage productions.

for ages 6 to 12
SSB Auditorium on SCC campus
   Ages 6 to 9 years 6–7:30 p.m.
   Ages 10 to 12 years 7:30 –9 p.m.

Performances: September 26, 2015 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.

facebook.com/SCCYPT